All Your Monitoring Activities in One Place

Soft dB monitoring platform gives you full control over your remote monitoring locations in a simple web interface, wherever you are.

Managing noise, vibration, dust and air quality compliance simultaneously across multiple project sites should be both simple and cost-effective. Soft dB Monitoring Platform is a self-service web application that lets you remotely manage your entire monitoring station ecosystem, view all recorded data in real-time, and share insightful metrics with key project stakeholders, all in one screen.

Soft dB Monitoring Platform removes complexity from remote monitoring operations. It helps you take the guesswork out of your noise mitigation efforts, simplify compliance management, improve relationships with the community, and reduce environmental impact, all while staying focused on your core business.

www.softdb.com
All data collected on project sites is securely stored in the cloud and available through a user-friendly web application, allowing you to make informed decisions wherever you are.

Make Better, Faster Decisions Based On Quantifiable Data
Assess Real-Time Noise and Vibration Levels 24/7
Take Action on Your Acoustic Data as It Gets Recorded
Continuously Demonstrate Compliance with Regulations
Leverage Trusted Data to Improve Mitigation Techniques

Your Remote Monitoring Stations at Your Fingertips

- Locate and manage all noise, vibration and weather monitoring stations in one place
- Interactive dashboard with history graph, spectrum, audio playback and picture view
- Easily manage user roles and give client access to select monitoring locations
- Customized interface based on your specific monitoring operations and data
- Optimized for all mobile devices such as your smartphone or tablet

Simple Web Interface
All data collected on project sites is securely stored in the cloud and available through a user-friendly web application, allowing you to make informed decisions wherever you are.

Exceedance Alerts
Get instantly notified by text message or email whenever any limit is breached, enabling a more proactive and targeted approach to mitigating noise and environmental impacts.

Automated Reports
Daily automated reports give you a quick overview of project noise and vibration emissions while highlighting exceedance periods as well as key trends and insights over time.
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